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World Oceans
Day 2021
No water,
no life

Earle, “with every drop of water

bottles throughout the resorts

you drink, every breath you take,

and on drive excursions as part of

you’re connected to the sea.” A

the pledge to eliminate plastic on

healthy ocean is a critical part of

the islands. DiveOceanus at Royal

the solution to climate change and

Island is Villa Hotels & Resorts first

the environment crises that we face

95% paperless dive centre with all

today. A healthy ocean is not just an

training material, administration

option - it is a necessity.

forms and material provided to

Villa Hotels & Resorts believe in

June 8th 2021 marks an important
day worldwide - World Oceans Day.
This year the United Nations theme,
The Ocean: Live and Livelihoods
sheds a light on the wonder of the
ocean and how it is our life source
supporting humanity and every
organism on Earth. World Oceans
Day was first proposed in 1992 at
the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro,
and later recognised by the United
Nations in 2008.

guests done digitally.

the power of change and raising

Every small action makes a big

awareness for future generations.

change. Some small steps that we

We recognise the collective

can all take on a daily basis to work

responsibility to promote harmony

towards a better future include

with nature and pledge support

reducing plastic consumption by

for environmental protection and

switching to reusable bags and

ocean preservation. Caring for

bottles, recycling as much as you

the ocean is priority and raising

can, reducing your carbon footprint

awareness for future generations

by walking more instead of driving

is key to preserving the blue heart

and always making a conscious

of our planet. Celebrating Ocean’s

effort to leave places better than

Day serves as a conscious reminder

you found them. Get involved

of how fragile our ocean is and how

where you can, volunteering to help

important it is to raise awareness

organisations carrying out research

The International day supports

and to protect it; is vital we work

and activities can be a powerful

the implementation of worldwide

together to take action not only on

way to make a change and protect

sustainable development goals and

World Ocean Day, but every day.

the natural environment. Spread

is a way to celebrate the ocean and
to raise awareness about important
ways people can help to protect it.

As part of Villa Hotels & Resorts
continuous pledge to help protect

the word. Knowledge is power and
change.

our natural environment, all of our

In an effort to join the worldwide

The ocean shapes the earths

Maldives resorts donate plastic for

movement for the protection of

chemistry. It is the blue heart of the

recycling as part of the partnership

the ocean, Villa Hotels & Resorts

planet containing 97% of the earths

with Parley for the Oceans – an

are supporting the 30x30 nature

water and producing at least 50%

organization addressing major

petition to help protect 30% of the

of the planets oxygen. The ocean is

threats towards our oceans

planets land and ocean by 2030. We

home to most of earth’s biodiversity.

and fighting for environmental

encourage our readers around the

Humanity’s interconnectivity to

protection through recycling

world to sign the petition so that

the ocean is core to our identities,

initiatives and global projects. In

world leaders will take action to

cultures, and ways of life. In the

addition, all Villa Hotels & Resorts

words of the legendary Sylvia

have introduced reusable glass
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Discover Scuba Diving
There is nothing quite like breathing

The first step before taking the

underwater. Whether scuba diving

plunge into the turquoise water

is your life-long dream, or you’re

is to attend a briefing at the dive

curious to see what it’s all about,

centre before completing the

start your underwater adventures

necessary documents including

with Discover Scuba Diving at

a short medical questionnaire

Dive Oceanus. This introduction to

before getting ready to dive. In a

diving allows you to experience the

pledge to maintain sustainable

wonders of the Maldives underwater

practices at Villa Hotels & Resorts,

world with no previous experience

all Dive Oceanus documents and

in Scuba Diving. Beginner divers

training materials are provided

subsequent dives can be arranged

can explore spectacular natural

digitally. Once you are ready in

and your Discover Scuba Diving

beauty 12 meters below sea level,

your dive gear, your instructor will

session can be credited towards

supervised by a qualified Dive

lead you to the shallow lagoon

your PADI Scuba Diver certificate.

Professional.

water surrounding the resort. Your

The PADI Open Water Dive Course

dedicated dive instructor is there

trains divers to dive to a maximum

to support you in taking the first

of 12 meters. After successfully

breaths underwater and each

completing the course divers are

step of the way in understanding

qualified to dive in buddy systems

the skills and gear. Once you are

and the license is valid for a life time

comfortable in the shallow water,

and can be used world-wide.

Discover Scuba is provided at
all Dive Oceanus centres at Villa
Hotels & Resorts in the Maldives
archipelago; one of the most
magical destinations in the world
to dive. North Male’ Atoll, South Ari
Atoll and the protected UNESCO
Biosphere Reserve of Baa Atoll are
some of the most picturesque atolls,
boasting an abundance of colourful

your instructor will guide you
towards the house reef to explore
a variety of marine life including
colourful fish, rays and turtles.

Villa Hotels & Resorts love to
celebrate guests memorable
moments and as part of an
unforgettable dive experience at

marine life and thriving coral reefs.

On completion of the session,

Dive Oceanus centres, you can

The Maldives is truly a water lovers

divers are awarded the Discover

relive your adventure with personal

paradise, with warm tropical waters,

Scuba Diving certificate in addition

captures by the dive centre. If

incredible visibility ranging from

to being registered at PADI - The

you are eager to try diving for the

20 to 40 meters depending on the

Professional Association of Diving

first time, it is recommended to

season and shallow lagoons perfect

Instructors. If you find that you have

book your Discover Scuba Diving

for learning to dive.

taken to diving like ‘a fish to water’,

session during the first days of your
vacation as dive activities must be
completed 24hrs before boarding
a Domestic or International flight.
Dive Oceanus uses a combination
of the latest technology and high
end equipment to deliver an
unforgettable aquatic adventure
guided by a passionate team of
multilingual instructors. For the
adventurer seekers and water
lovers, Discover Scuba Diving is the
ultimate first dive experience to
witness the spectacular Maldives
underwater world.
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Dig--in Dinner Experi
Dig
Experience
Destination dining experiences in

As warm fiery sunset hues turn to

Ocean. Revel in an enchanting

the Maldives transport you from the

a dazzling star-studded sky, spoil

atmosphere luxuriously decorated

serenity of a golden beach at sunset

your loved one with the ultimate

and illuminated by candlelight. Few

to the lush greenery of the jungle

culinary sensation delivered by Villa

experiences are as romantic as this.

to the glittering turquoise waters

Hotels & Resorts exceptional team

of the Indian Ocean. Spectacular

of chefs and dedicated destination

views coupled with a delicious meal

dining experts. A dig-in dinner is

created by a personal chef are the

a memorable experience polished

signature ingredients for a magical

by the sounds of the waves lapping

dining experience.

the shoreline and the salty breeze

A decadent dinner set up for two
carved into the soft white sand
on a private beach is the epitome
of romantic dining and a truly
memorable experience refined by
the soothing waves lapping the
shore.

enveloping your senses. Arrive
barefoot to the ultimate dinner set
up carefully arranged on a quiet
beach with the tropical nature
surrounding as your picturesque
backdrop while you watch the
sun set into the crystalline Indian

Whether you wish to savour
traditional Maldivian cuisine or
International gourmet dishes, there
is a diverse menu for all taste buds
to enjoy. Choose from a selection
of four course dining experiences
or have a bespoke menu tailored to
your taste by our expert chefs. Villa
Hotels & Resorts loves to celebrate
special occasions and help guests
create once-in-a-lifetime moments
with loved ones in one of the world’s
most magical destinations.
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Flavours Of The Maldives

Kandu Kukulhu

Curry Paste Ingredients
1 Onion
4 Garlic cloves
½ Inch ginger
1 Curry leaf stem
4 Pepper seeds
4 Red chilis
½ Coconut scraped
1 Inch cinnamon
3 Cardamoms
3 Teaspoons cumin seeds
1 ½ Tablespoons fennel
¼ Teaspoon turmeric powder

Curry Ingredients
800g Yellow fin tuna
4 Thin strips of coconut leaves
½ Scotch bonnet chili
6 Curry leaves
1 Cup thick coconut milk
1 Cup light coconut milk
¾ Of an onion
1 ½ Teaspoons salt

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

To start the preparation of the

Prepare the tuna by cutting it into

Prepare the curry by mixing 1 cup of

Kandu Kukulhu dish, mix the

square pieces of 1 cm in thickness

light coconut milk and 2 spoons of

following ingredients together;

and 4 inches in length and breadth.

curry paste. Pour the contents into a

cumin seeds, fennel seeds, pepper

Place half of the curry paste into

pot and leave it to simmer. Add the

seeds, curry leaves, cinnamon,

a separate bowl. Take a quarter

remaining onion, chili and salt to the

ginger, garlic, cardamom, turmeric

teaspoon of curry paste and cover

pot and gently bring to a boil. Add

powder, chili, onion, scraped

1 slice of tuna with it. Fold the tuna

the prepared tuna and simmer until

coconut and salt. Heat the pan and

slice into a roll. Wrap the coconut

the meat is tender. Then next add

add all the ingredients then roast

leaf strip around the tuna roll so that

the remaining coconut milk and

until the mixture turns a brown

it remains closed. Tie a knot. Repeat

cook until the curry thickens. Finally

colour. Then decant into a mixer

the same with all the tuna slices.

serve hot with boiled rice.

and grind to a smooth paste. While
grinding the mixture, add a quarter
cup of water in total.
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In Conversation With
Paradise Island Resort General Manager

Ibrahim Nahid
Joining Paradise Island Resort & Spa at a pivotal stage in the Villa Hotels & Resorts transformational journey, Ibrahim
Nahid brings diverse experience to his role as General Manager at the award-winning resort, in alignment with the
company’s new chic and contemporary vison. Ibrahim Nahid started his hospitality career with Villa Hotels & Resorts
in 2001 at Royal Island Resort & Spa and prior to joining Paradise Island Resort & Spa, he held the position of General
Manager at Holiday Island Resort & Spa, part of Villa Hotels & Resorts Maldives collection. In conversation with Mr. Nahid,
he explains that the DNA of Maldivian hospitality and the beautiful but very fragile environment are the most precious
things which we have inherited from our ancestors. A big part of paving the way for the new generation of aspiring
hoteliers is educating the younger generations on how to take care of and preserve the natural environment which is
imperative. He has a strong passion for leading educational programs and inspiring young hoteliers and environmental
conservationists.
You have recently joined Paradise

In addition, I have learnt from

exceptional service with humility,

Island as the General Manager;

my experience with international

optimism and reliability makes a

can you tell us a bit more about

brands that it is very possible to

resort stand out.

your new appointment and what

deliver luxury service to the guests

lead you to this role?

completely by a local management

It has always been my dream to be
part of a team that aspires to deliver
five-star luxury service to our guests.

and team. Creating a unique culture
which is at the center of every
decision we take and providing

During your hospitality career
what do you consider as your
most remarkable achievement so
far?
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It is an exciting journey to open

The DNA of Maldivian hospitality

serenity by balancing the mind,

a new resort, with this comes

and our beautiful but very fragile

body and soul. Paradise Island is

a completely different set of

environment are the most precious

a naturally beautiful island and

challenges to be completed

things we have inherited from our

an adventurous place for guests

in a limited period while still

ancestors. I feel it’s our responsibility

to experience an unforgettable

maintaining exceptional standards.

and duty to pass it onto the future

vacation and create memories they

I have been part of the pre-opening

generations to come. Therefore, the

will cherish for a lifetime.

team at resorts both locally and

most important thing we shall do is

internationally, which has developed

to educate the younger generations

my self-confidence and honed my

about how to take care of and

skill set that is required to fully set

preserve the natural environment

up a new resort prior to its opening.

as if our lives depend on it, because

Can you tell us about your career
goals and future plans, both for
Paradise Island and any personal
developments?

they do. Currently we coordinate
with local entities and schools to
deliver educational programs to
the youths and students of today.
I believe this is a big part of paving

Paradise Island and Villa Resorts

the way for the new generation of

are currently in the process

aspiring hoteliers.

of one of the most important
transformational journeys of its kind
with a complete rebranding for all
resorts. I certainly am proud to be a

What would you inform to guests
planning their vacation to the
Maldives, and to Paradise Island?

part of this innovative journey and

Maldives is one of the most unique

I look forward to becoming further

and beautiful tourist destinations

involved in the process and their

in the world, located in the Indian

successful transformation.

Ocean, with the local communities

There is a unique focus on
sustainability and preserving the
natural environment at all Villa
Hotels and Resorts. Can you tell
us more about the initiatives
that you plan to implement at
Paradise Island?

spread out on islands in different
atolls. I would say that this tropical
archipelago is the ultimate
destination for anyone who is
seeking tranquility and peace
of mind away from their hectic
modern-day life and wishes to have
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@CBARBAROUX

The Maldives tropical archipelago is home to

This issue of The Shell is dedicated to the

stunning natural islands nestled by turquoise

ocean and diving. We have selected our

waters and colorful reefs, boasting some of the

favourite photo that captures an unforgettable

most incredible diving spots in the world. The

encounter with a beautiful whale shark shot

Maldives underwater world is an enchanting

by Barbaroux Charly near Sun Island Resort

adventure, a place to witness an abundance of

& Spa. Thank you for sharing this amazing

marine life from turtles to sharks and even the

moment from your trip. We will be in touch to

biggest fish in the ocean – the majestic whale

send a special voucher for your next Maldives

shark.

adventure with Villa Hotels.

We love to see our guest’s capture the raw

If you wish to be selected next month, all you

energy and natural beauty of the Maldives

need to do is tag #myvillastory on Instagram

in a fun and creative way. As part of our

when you share your post to your Instagram

monthly Newsletter we will be announcing

profile so we can view your capture. Stay

our favourite photo selected each month. The

adventurous and we can’t wait to see your

selected creative will receive a special discount

originality and creativity shine!

off their next vacation at any of Villa’s Resorts.

